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Observations

• 1028 - 1034 ergs
• 0.5 - 1000 sec
• L of order 109 cm

• X-rays
• Microwaves
• Gamma-rays
• Particles



Idealized geometry

• Trigger
• Reconnection
• Outflow
• Waves/turbulence
• Particle acceleration
• Radiation

Basic idea



Sweet-Parker reconnection

• Magnetic energy dissipated in reconnection layer
• Dissipation involves E||

• Too slow to explain flares



Petschek reconnection

• Fast - more promising for flares.
• Arises with anomalous resistivity and in collisionless

reconnection, but not in standard MHD
• Magnetic energy converted to bulk-flow KE

mainly through magnetic tension.
• Very little magnetic dissipation via E||



Energy arguments

• Whatever the physics, most of the magnetic energy is
tapped

• Petschek is favored over Sweet-Parker because it is
faster

• The acceleration mechanism likely involves the KE
generated by magnetic tension

• This argument favors turbulence or shocks over
direct E fields



Plasma waves
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Fast magnetosonic wave
(“fast wave”)



Whistlers and ion-cyclotron waves

• Parallel propagation
• Left panel: proton/electron plasma
• Right panel: protons, alpha particles, and electrons
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Ion-cyclotron waves

(Liu, Petrosian, & Mason 2004)



Turbulence and energy cascade
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Wave-particle interactions
• Cause diffusion in momentum space
• This talk: focus on small-amplitude waves

• Resonance condition
• “energy-conservation” reference frame
• Transit-time damping/Landau resonance
• Cyclotron resonance

Topics
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Energy conservation frame



Wave-particle interactions



Landau resonance
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Transit-time damping by fast waves
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Diffusion in v||



Wave-particle interactions



Ion heating via the cyclotron resonance

(Liu, Petrosian, & Mason 2004)



• Trigger
• Reconnection
• Outflow
• Waves/turbulence
• Particle acceleration
• Radiation

Application to flares



Electron acceleration by TTD and
fast waves

• Can energize electrons to 100 keV in <1 sec for
modest overall turbulent energies (in contrast to, e.g.,
whistlers.) (Miller, LaRosa, & Moore 1996, Miller et al 1997.)

• Energy spectrum of particles depends on particle
escape from acceleration region, and Coulomb
losses at lower energies. Not clear how well the
spectra agree with observations.

• Main open questions:
– Nature of turbulence
– Energy spectrum of particles





Preferential 3He acceleration

(Liu, Petrosian, & Mason 2004)



Preferential 3He acceleration

(Liu, Petrosian, & Mason 2004)



Why is phase velocity important?



Time scales for 3He and 4He acceleration

(Liu, Petrosian, & Mason 2004)



Attractive features of SA model for
impulsive flares

• Strong arguments (and growing evidence from
numerical simulations) that turbulence exists in flares

• Can explain short acceleration time for modest
turbulent energy

• Can accelerate both ions and electrons out of thermal
pool and up to high energies

• Can explain large 3He enhancement

• But: more work needed to understand the turbulence
and particle energy spectra



Summary

• Alfven waves, fast waves, cyclotron waves, whistler
waves

• Wave-particle resonance condition
• Energy-conservation frame
• TTD by fast waves - good for accelerating electrons

and energetic ions
• Cyclotron resonance - good for accelerating thermal

ions
• Stochastic acceleration can in principle explain the

enhancement of 3He in impulsive flares


